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When Dr. Sarah Chapel arrives in a small New
England ﬁshing village to take over her late father’s
medical practice, she ﬁnds his patients panicking,
petriﬁed that no one will understand their fears
and the need for their heavy medication. Little
does a dubious Sarah realize how very real and
quite otherworldly are the voices that plague her
patients, her town... and very soon, herself. This
riveting sci ﬁ thriller in the tradition of Stephen
King and M. Night Shyamalan sends “Contact” into
the “Twilight Zone”.

...Perhaps it is more
comforting if the
enemy is something
other-worldly...
extra-terrestrial.

MESSENGERS
It’s winter in the quiet ﬁshing village of
Brighton Mills when Dr. Sarah Chapel’s
father, the town doctor, suddenly
dies. His patients panic and set upon
Sarah when she arrives at the funeral,
insisting that no one besides her father
could possibly understand their special
“needs”. As she searches through her
father’s ﬁles, Sarah discovers that her
late doctor has medicated every one
of his patients with the same drug,
regardless of their symptoms -- and even
when they are perfectly well. In fact,
one of the strangest patient complaints
is the inability to get sick and die at all!
Digging deeper into the creepy
atmosphere of Brighton Mills, Sarah soon
ﬁnds herself struggling to make sense of
her father’s apparent overdose on the
same medication...his odd interest in the
paranormal and hypnotic suggestion...
t
and the paranoid townspeople who can’
that
es
voic
seem to ﬁnd relief from the
haunt them, calling from the heavens.
Messengers stars Michele Hicks, one of
the 1990’s top fashion models who burst
into the acting world with the critically
acclaimed “Twin Falls Idaho”. In addition
to the Polish Brothers movie “Northfork”
and recent biopic “What We Do Is Secret”,
she has worked with top ﬁlm directors
such as David Lynch (“Mulholland Drive”)
and Marc Forster (“Everything Put
Together”), as well as taking on the role
of Mara Sewell on the top-rated series
“The Shield.” Also starring in Messengers
are Erik Jensen, Tony Award-nominated
Frankie Faison (“Do The Right Thing”,
“Mississippi Burning”, “Sommersby”,
”The Thomas Crown Affair”, “Gods
and Generals”), Annie Golden (“Hair”,
“Third Watch”, “Twelve Monkeys”), and
Amy Wright (“The Deer Hunter”, “The
Accidental Tourist”, “Stardust Memories”).
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